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RINGKASAN: Kertaskerja ini membentangkan penggunaan isyarat getaran dan 
keamatan bunyi untuk mengesan kerosakan di dalam galas yang beroperasi dengan 
kelajuan rendah. Analisis ke atas isyarat getaran dan keamatan bunyi telah dijalankan 
menggunakan kaedah-kaedah spektrum, septrum, dan zum septrum. Kajian 
bandingan di antara prestasi isyarat-isyarat ini menunjukkan bahawa isyarat 
keamatan bunyi boleh digunakan untuk mengenalpasti keadaan galas jika kelajuan 
putarannya adalah lebih laju dari 300ppm (putaran per minit). Sedangkan isyarat 
getaran boleh menunjukkan 'adanya kerosakkan di dalam galas yang diuji pada 
kelajuan yang lebih rendah. Frekuensi hentaman berulang yang disebabkan oleh 
kecacatan galas hanya boleh ditunjukkan oleh isyarat keamatan .bunyi jika 
menggunakan kaedah analisis zum septrum. Sedangkan dengan menggunakan 
isyarat getaran, frekuensi hentaman yang disebabkan oleh kecacatan galas dapat 
dilihat dari isyarat harmonik di dalam spektrum frekuensi dan juga dari amplitud 
analisis zum septrum. 

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the applications of vibration and sound intensity 
signal to detect a defect in a bearing operating at low speed. Analysis of vibration 
and sound intensity signals has been carried out using spectrum, cepstrum and 
zoomed cepstrum analysis methods. Comparison study of the performance of these 
signals indicates that the sound intensity signal can be used to diagnose the bearing 
condition if the rotational speed is higher than 300rpm. However, vibration signals 
can indicate the presence of defect in the test bearing at a much lower speed. The 
repetitive impact frequency due to a defect can only be shown from sound intensity 
signals using the zoomed cepstrum analysis method. However, using vibration 
signals, the repetitive impact frequency due to defect can be seen from the harmonic 
signals in the frequency spectrum and also from the amplitude of the zoomed 
cepstrum analysis. 

KEYWORDS: Condition monitoring.sound intensity, vibration, low speed, cepstrum, 
bearing defect. 
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Machine components moving . at low speed which have incipient defects often do not 
produce significant measurable defect signals at the calculated fault frequencies. This 
has been observed by other res~archers iq the field ui~ing the vibration and/or sound 
signals (Szrom, 1986; Berry, 1993; Tandon & Nakra, 1990). The inadequate signal can 
be attributed to the low relative surface velocities between rolling elements and the 
races. The diverse nature of bearing defects and the associated defect signals as a 
function of surface velocity should be understood when analysing sound and vibration 
spectra. 

A change in sound signals has been known to occur prior to failure in a machine 
component. However, utilisation of · sound signals in machine condition monitoring has 
been limited to high-speed components (Badi et al., 1990; Kim, 1984 and Heng & Mohd
Nor, 1995). This paper presents a comparative study of using sound intensity and 
vibration signals for monitoring rolling element-bearing condition. moving at low speed. 
A sound intensity signal is used to take advantage of its vector characteristics, which 
lead to an improved signal-to-noise ratio when compared to sound pressure signals. 
Vibrati_on analysis is the most widely used technology in condition monitodng; however, 
the utilisation of sound intensity signals can otter 0,ther c1dvantages such as the non
contact and non~intrusive nature of the transducers. These are two highly desirable 
features of any condition monitoring application (Nicholas, 1991 ). · · 

.· ~ i' ~I : ., . - ,-,· , , • 

The sources ··of vibration and sound in rolling element bearing are mostly due to 
manufacturing inaccuracies ·and improper installation '. The external parameters that 
have direct effect on the emission of sound in bearings have· been identified to be the 
speed, the load and the lubrication of the bearing (lgarashi, 1964; Jayaram & Jarchow, 
1978). It has been found that sound signals emanating from bearings reveal the presence 
of internal bearing defects long before they create an overheating running condition and 
are aboufto · cause catastrophic failure (Smith, 1992): · · 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The pr1nciple of sound intensity measurement 'using the two-microphone method is 
based on the assumption that there is 'no airflow in' the measured envfronment (Fahy, 
1977; Chung, · 1978). The fundamentals of me~suring sound intensity signals can be 

I , . , • . •I . _l ., · 

written as: 
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where Ia is the time-averaged sound intensity in any specified direction a, p is the 

instantaneous sound pressure at a particular point, and v. is the instantaneous particle 
• velocity in the direction a in which the sound intensity is being measured. With the 

development of the two-microphone method the above equ~tion can be rewritten as 

(P2 + P1) JT 
Ia = - a o ( P2 - P1) dt 

2 T P. r 
(2) 

where p1 is the pressure signal from the first microphone (nearestto the sound source), 
p2 is the pressure signal from the second microphone, P. is the air density and lir is 

the space between the two pressure microphones. 

Spectrum Analysis 

The time history of sound and vibration signals can be transformed and manipulated 
in the frequency domain with the development of Fourier transform method. The fast 

Fourier transform (Fl:T) algorithm which has been discussed in detail by Cooley et al. 
(1969) is currently the standard method used to perform spectral analysis for digital 

acoustic and vibration data. The Fourier transform of a time signal can be represented as 

;. J .J , 

x (m) = t~ x (t) e -iox dt (3) 

where x (t) is a continuous function in time domain and x -(m) is the Fourier 'transformed 

function. For a real discrete-time signal 

X (m) = f x (n) e -Jwn. (4) 
.. n-=-• 

The frequency content of a time domain signal from equation (3) and (4) is called the 
signal spectrum. .. . ,-.,· 

Cepstrum Analysis 

In general, the measured ~ignal is the convolution of input signal x(t) and. impulse 
response h(t) of the system. Thus, the measured signal has been obscured by the 
transmission medium through which it passed. Cepstrum analysis can be used to 

separate the excitation .spectrum from the transfer function component. The Fourier 
trar_isform of the output signal y(t) due to the excitation of input signal x(t) can be 
presented as 
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Y (m) = H (m) X (m) (5) 

Logarithm of the spectrum is used to separate the two components 

log Y (m) = log H (m) + log X (m) (6) 

The logged spectrum is transformed again to obtain 

S [ log Y (m) J = S [ log H (m)J + S [ log X (m)J, (7) 

where S is the Fourier transform of a function. The above process is called the cepstrum 
analysis which shows the signal in frequency domain, measured in units of time. The 
fundamental of cepstrum analysis has been discussed in detail by Haddad and Parsons 
(1991 ). Cepstrum can also be considered as a spectrum of a logarithmic amplitude 
spectrum. Therefore, it can be used for detection of any periodic component in a 
spectrum as shown by Brown and Jensen. Defect signals tend to modulate other 
frequency elements, therefore the cepstrum analysis technique can detect a train of 
impulses that occur at some characteristic defect frequency. It reveals the total energy 
in the whole family of the harmonics and thus, it is more sensitive to the presence of 
localised defect than the spectral analysis (Li & Ma, 1992). One of the advantages of 
using cepstrum analysis for a specific fault detection is that · it can easily reveal the 
repetitive impact signals that have been recorded without the need to know the transfer 
function of the system. 

Zoomed Cepstrum Analysis 

The zoom facility available in the signal analyser can be used to increase the frequency 
resolution and, together with cepstrum analysis, the combined analysis methods are 
able to indicate the presence of defect signals with high performance. The important 
part in this analysis is to identify the resonance frequency in a spectrum and to zoom 
in at this frequency to highlight the presence of modulating components with higher 
frequency resolution. Then, the cepstrum analysis is carried out to reveal the modulating 
frequency in the spectrum. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

An idler roller was loaded against a large driven drum to produce simulated bearing 
internal mating faces as shown in Figure 1. The idler roller was RHM6304 ball bearing 
with an artificial defect on the outer surface of the outer race to produce an impact as 
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it rotates. The artificial defect was produced using an electric etching pen to draw a 
line across the full width of the outside surface. The result was superficial surface 
damage which resembled a line produced by false brinelling Le. corrosion ,or electric 
arcing. The defect is approximately 2.5mm wide and the effective depth is 5µm. Another 
type defect studied was an inherent race defect present in the test bearing. The loading 
mechanism consisted of · a threaded spindle and two disc springs. The range of test 
loads were set between the minimum requisite load for the bearing to function without 
slip at 300N, and the maximum fatigue load at 700N based on the information obtained. 
from the SKF ·General Catalogue (1989). · · 

' . 
Other equipment used for the experiment are B&K 2032 dual channel signal analyser 
Gould 1604 oscilloscope, and a micro computer with Dadisp™ signal analysis software. 
The speed of the driving roller was measured using an optical sensor and a one
hundred-toothed wheel which was fitted to theend of the driving roller. The speed was 
regulated by adjustment of a Variac voltage controller that supplied the roller drive 
motor. The surface velocities selected were: 0.08, 0.41, 0.81, 1.62, 2.43, and 3.25 m/ 
sec. The speeds have been selected so that distinct integer signals would be produced 
by the artificial bearing damage. A distinct signal would enable easier identification on 
a spectrum. 

118diua ..... ond 
~pili.r .-. 

+ 

Figure 1 Overall diagram of the test-rig. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Analysis of Harmonics 

In the analysis of harmonics, both spectrum and cepstrum analyses are carried out to 

reveal any defect signals that are available from the measurements. In many cases, 
it is very difficult to diagnose the bearing condition based on the spectrum analysis 

alone. This is in part due to the many variables that affect the results, such as the 
transfer function of the transporting medium, the resonance characteristics of the 

mechanical structure, and the effect of other sources. On the other hand, the cepstrum 
analysis can only reveal the presence of the defect signals when it is carried out on 

zoomed spectrums whereby the frequency resolution is high. This is true for all the 
results obtained from the experiment as shown in Figures 2a-d. Figure 2a shows a 

frequency spectrum of sound intensity signals obtained from the experimental set-up 

when the roller speed is 595.0rpm. The frequency range is 6400Hz and the frequency 
resolution is 8Hz. Cepstrum. analysis of this signal does not indicate the presence of 

the artificial defect as shown in Figure 2b. However, when the signal is zoomed around 
the resonance frequency at about 1200Hz with the range of the frequency spectrum 

between 800Hz up to 1600Hz, and the frequency resolution is 1 Hz, modulation of the 
sound intensity signals can be seen clearly as presented in Figure 2c. Furthermore, 

cepstrum analysis of the zoomed spectrum reveals the presence of defect signals at 
the calculated fault frequency as shown in Figure 2d. 

Sound intensity spectrum 
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Figure 2a. Sound intensity spectrum with bearing rotating at 595 rpm. 
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Figure 2b. Cepstrum analysis of sound intensity signals with bearing 
rotating at 595 rpm 
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Figure 2<:. Zoomed sound intensity spectrum with bearing rotating at 595 rpm 
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Figure 2d. Zoomed cepstrum analysis with bearing rot1ting at 595 rpm 
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Signal to Noise Ratio 

Spectra of the vibration activity at each load and speed illustrated the effects of each 

on signal amplitudes. The artificial defect frequencies were present but even more 

dominant were peaks that corresponded to the outer race defect of the idler roller 

bearing at frequencies shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The roller speeds and the corresponding fault frequencies 
of the idler roller bearing 

Driving Roller Idler Test Artificial Fault Unaided 
Speed (rpm) Bearing Speed Freq. (Hz) Fault 

(rpm) - Freq. (Hz) 

5.92 29.4 0.5 2.2 

30.35 150.6 2.5 11.0 

59.96 297.5 5.0 22;0 

119.92 595.0 9.9 44.0 

179.88 892.5 14.9 66.0 

240.58 1193.7 19.9 88.0 

The amplitudes of the known defect frequencies taken from the spectra were plotted 

on graphs and labeled artificial and unaided defect signals. Increasing load and speed 

had a compound effect on the increase of signal amplitude in absolute terms as illustrated 

in Figures 3 and 4. However, comparison of these figures indicates that the effects of 

load and speed were less significant for the artificial defect at the fundamental frequency. 

This occurs even though the surface velocity for the defect is greater. There was a 

progressive reduction in vibration signal amplitude, at the fault frequency as the surface 

velocity reduced with decreasing roller speed until the signal was indistinguishable from 

background noise. Although the vibration signal was not significant at very low speed 

(i.e. 6rpm roller speed) the signal from the load washer indicated the presence of the 

defect as an impulsive change in the load pattern as shown in Figure 5. 

It can be clearly observed that the inherent unaided race defect signal was much 

stronger than the signal from the artificial defect, amplitudes of mg on Figure 3, compared 

with µg on Figure 4. A common characteristic of the two signals in this test is the general 

increase of amplitude with increased surface velocity. 

There is no indication of the presence of the inherent defect at the fundamental fault 

frequency from the sound intensity spectra. Moreover, with the 12mm spacer used 

between the two microphones the theoretical measurable frequency range is between 
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Figure 3. Artificial defect: Vibration signal amplitudes at the fault 
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Figure 4. Unaided defect: Vibration signal amplitudes at the fault 
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Figure 5. Load cell output with bearing rotating at 32.7 rpm 

64Hz to 6400Hz. Even if the largest available spacer of SOmm was used, the theoretical 
measurable frequency range is only between 16Hz to 1600Hz. Therefore, if the 

fundamental defect frequency is lower than the measu~able frequency range it is practically 
impossible to detect the fundamental defect frequency with good accuracy using the 

sound intensity technique. The practical limit imposed on the measurable frequency 
range is due to the fundamental limitation of the sound intensity technique that is 

discussed in detail by Fahy (1989). ~ · 

Talyrond traces were made of the outer and inner races of the idler rolling element 
bearing as shown in Figure 6. The inner race was slightly oval by approximately one 

µm, but the outer race had cle.ar evenly spaced lobes in the profile; these are numbered 
one to seven in Figure 6A. From the inspection of Talysurf and Talyrond profiles the 

artificial damage is much more severe and should theoretically produce vibration signals 
of greater amplitude. This statement is reinforced by the fact that the artificial defect 

produced an audible signal which would have to emanate from some vibrating source. 
However, the harmonic vibrations below 20Hz would be subsonic and are outside the 
range of human hearing. 

The conclusion is that the audible signals, and its energy content, are high frequencies 

and outside the range of the selected analysis bandwidth parameter which contained 
the calculated fault frequencies. Enhanced post processing would have to be applied 
for this signal to be traced back to the original impact rate, such as the use of cepstrum 
analysis method. 
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Figure 6. Talyrond plots for the inner race and outer' race profiles of the 
test bearing 

Comparison Between Sound Intensity and Vibration Measurement 

A comparison between the performance ofusing sound intensity signals and vibration 
signals to indicate the presence of defect is also carried out. Zoomed cepstrum analysis 
method is used to do the analysis since this method is applicable to both the vibration 
and the sound intensity signals for indicating the presence of defect in low speed 
bearing. The results in Figure 7 show that the lowest speed that the presence of defect 
can be detected clearly using the sound intensity signals is 300rpm corresponding to 
a 5Hz fault frequency. This finding is consistent with the result obtained by other 
researchers (Tandon & Nakra, 1990). On the other hand, the vibration signal is capable 
of indicating the presence of defect even when the bearing speed is lower than 300rpm 
as shown in Figure 8. 

The limitations of using sound intensity signals to indicate defect depends on the amount 
of acoustical energy emitted by the bearing. Under a favourable laboratory condition, 
if the amplitude of modulation in the frequency spectra is low, it is very difficult to 
measure the defect signals. On the other hand, if the amplitude of modulation in the 
frequency spectra is high, the presence of defect can be indicated clearly using the 
zoomed cepstrum analysis. A spectrum of the background noise in the laboratory during 
the experiment is shown in Figure 9. 

The cepstrum analysis of both vibration and sound intensity signals failed to indicate 
the presence of the unaided outer race abnormalities. This could be due to the low 
modulation amplitudes in the spectrum that are caused by this defect. 
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Figure 7a. Zoomed sound intensity spectrum with bearing rotating 
at 297.5 rpm. 
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Figure 7b. Zoomed cepstrum analysis with bearing rotating at 
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Figure Ba. Spectrum of vibration signals with bearing rotating 
at 150.6rpm. 
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Figure Bb. Cepstrum analysis of the vibration signals with bearing 
rotating at 150.6rpm. 
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Figure 9. Spectrum of background noise cfur1ng the experimenr 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Comparison between the effectiveness of using sound intensity signals and vibration 
signals to detect the presence of defect in low speed bearing has been studied. Three 
types of analysis method have been carried out: spectrum analysis, cepstrum analysis, 
and zoomed cepstrum analysis. Although there are increases in the overall level of the 
frequency spectrums c;jue to the presence of a defect, only zoomed cepstrum analysis 
could reveal the defect frequency clearJy. Therefore, this method can be used to identify 
and to diagnose the kind of defect present in the bearing. Sound intensity signals can 
only work effectively if the speed of the bearing is higher than 300rpm, whereas vibration 
signals could be used for monitoring bearing condition at a much lower speed. 
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